
Crossings in Cambridge:
Treating cyclists like real road users



Crossings in Cambridge:
What are we going to talk about ?

Ø Flows and crossing width

Ø Avoiding multi stage crossings

Ø Segregate or integrate ? Parallel or Toucan ?

Ø Orientation of crossing indicators (PDUs)

Ø Automatic detection

Ø Catering for all movements

Ø Safety

And if we have time…

Ø Posts, bollards and barriers

Ø Lessons from Gonville Place



First principles
If you come away from this seminar remembering only two 

things, make them these:

Ø Cycle tracks are roads and cycle lanes are 
traffic lanes. They should be designed in exactly 
the same way as roads and lanes for motorised 
traffic. Only the dimensions change.

Ø Having designed your cycle track or crossing, 
picture yourself driving down it. Anything that 
seems a nonsense to a driver will seem just as 
much of a nonsense to a cyclist so remove it 
and design it sensibly.

The Lyndwode Rd junction, featured in 
“Cycle Friendly Infrastructure” is an excellent 
example of a cycle track junction designed in 

the same way as a traffic junction – there 
are no push buttons



Catering for high cycle flows

• IN CAMBRIDGE, cycle flows are 
unusually high, and this needs to be 
catered for. What works elsewhere in 
the country might not be appropriate 
here.

• Just like signals for traffic, extra 
width and extra time is required 
for higher flows



Avoiding multi-stage crossings: 
avoiding ‘boxing people in’

King’s Hedges Road, by Arbury Park

Ø ‘Cages' are likely to replicated at the Bell School and 
Shelford Rd developments.

Ø Instead, pedestrians and cyclists should be given space, 
and not boxed in.

Ø Cages make it difficult for cyclists and walkers to pass –
impossible to negotiate with a trailer bike when busy

Gonville Place PELICAN crossing

Ø An extraordinary 93% of users cross on a RED signal.

Why ?

Ø The waiting time is too long. And

Ø The crossing has to be made in two stages.



Avoiding multi-stage crossings: 

How long does a crossing take ?

Crossing timings taken at Gonville Place Toucan Crossing:

Request > Pedestrian / cyclist green

First cyclist kerb > midway

First cyclist midway > kerb

Crossing clears, traffic signals > green

Total crossing time

Wait for cyclists / pedestrians (ALL)

Wait for drivers (only if crossing requested)

50 sec

3 sec

2 sec

11 sec

1 min 6 sec

50 sec

16 sec



Avoiding multi-stage crossings: 
avoiding ‘boxing people in’
Examples from the Netherlands and Belgium



Is there anything wrong with 
segregated or part segregated 

crossings ?

Maids Causeway

Regent Street

Queens Road



See how little progress cyclists make 
with people walking in a cycleway



To segregate or not to segregate

Ø Cyclists CAN and do mix safely with 
pedestrians. 

Ø Both cyclists and pedestrians PREFER to be 
segregated if the choice exists.

Ø Some pedestrians (elderly, frail or partially 
sighted) feel intimidated by sharing space 
with cyclists.

Ø On busy crossings, segregation will reduce 
conflict between users.

Ø On lightly used crossings, or crossings that 
are predominantly used by pedestrians there 
is little point in segregating as it is unlikely 
that pedestrians will observe the rules.

Hyde Park Corner -
toucan with separate surface markings 

for cyclists and pedestrians



Why do we regard the turning ban as 
an issue ?

Regent Street

The ban is an unnecessary irritation but 
it  isn’t observed, enforced, and does not 
seem to cause any problems

Unlike this van 
which is clearly 
creating a problem 
by blocking the 
pedestrian part of 
the crossing

A trialled removal of the 
turning ban should be 
conducted. If, as is likely, 
there is no adverse impact, 
then the regulations should 
be changed so that parallel 
crossings are consistent with 
Toucans.

This issue should not be a 
barrier to the use of parallel 
crossings



Parallel crossings and the turning ban

Ø In our view the turning ban at parallel crossings is nonsense.

Ø There is much less scope for conflict and interaction at a parallel crossing 
than at a Toucan crossing.

Ø If turning is considered to be acceptable at a Toucan then there can be no 
logical justification for banning it at a parallel crossing.

Ø We believe that the constructive approach to the issue is to conduct a trial removal of 
the turning ban, monitoring behaviour, user attitudes and conflict before and after.

Ø Having successfully demonstrated that the turning ban is unnecessary, this 
requirement should be removed from the regulations.

Ø Parallel crossings are very useful, high quality facilities and are superior to 
Toucans for busy crossings. They should not be discarded or degraded 
because of a technicality.



Crossing indicators need to be visible 
as you approach a crossing

Gresham Rd Parkers Piece



But drivers CAN see the crossing 
signal clearly

See the traffic 
is held on red

But the driver 
can see that the 
crossing signal 
is red

… So he is 
pulling 
forward into 
the crossing

Even though a 
cyclist is still 
trying to reach 
the other side

How intimidating is that ?



What do we need from crossing 
indicators (lights or PDUs) ?

Cyclists have precisely the same expectations, needs and requirements as do motorists.

A driver expects to:

Ø Be able to see as he approaches whether he can proceed across the junction or whether he 
should stop, so that he can adjust his speed accordingly.

Ø Have a reasonable time to clear the crossing without finding himself caught in the middle as 
crossing traffic starts to move.

Ø Have a reasonable opportunity to join a queue of cars that has just started crossing the 
junction.

Ø Drivers look at the lights on approach. They do not generally look at the crossing traffic. We 
position lights so that drivers can look straight ahead, at where they are going.

A cyclist needs and expects the same.



Orientation of PDUs
(crossing indicators)

As installed As prescribed in 
DfT guidance

As we believe it should be 
arranged

Clearly visible to 
drivers

Not visible to 
approaching 
cyclists

May be visible to 
drivers

Not visible to 
approaching 
cyclists

Not visible to 
drivers

Visible to 
approaching 
cyclists



Detector loops

Except where false calls will be frequently generated, detection
should be the norm. They should not simply be a substitute for 
push buttons but should be used in the same way as on the 
road. They should:

Ø REPLACE push buttons in the cycle crossing zone. Pedestrians 
congregate at the push button so keeping the cycle crossing zone
clear of push button units will reduce conflict.

Ø DETECT CYCLISTS ON APPROACH. If no demand has been 
registered in the previous cycle they should change the lights in 
ANTICIPATION so that the rider does not have to stop. More 
convenience encourages more cycling. Minimising waiting times 
deters light jumping.

Ø EXTEND THE GREEN PHASE if an approaching cyclist is detected 
within the clearance period , allowing that cyclist to cross without 
feeling harassed. More time reduces the temptation to cross on red 
and so makes the crossing safer.



Detector loops

“The use of detector loops to minimise delays to cyclists 
approaching signal controlled crossings was considered to 
be best practice when we drafted CFI2 and hence formed 
part of that guidance. I am certainly unaware of any body of 
evidence that suggests this is in any way hazardous or we 
would not have included it and therefore still consider that 
this is a cycle-positive measure to be encouraged. “

Alex Sully, Co-author of Cycle Friendly Infrastructure v 2

In response to a question posted by ourselves on the Institution of 
Civil Engineers and Cycle England discussion groups.



Catering for all movements:
getting off the road

Many Toucans fail to consider 'turning 
movements' to and from the road that 
many cyclist make.

Ø A short stretch of 'shared use' is required 
on all approaches (and departures) with 
flush kerbs

Ø A cyclist who wishes to use the crossing 
to make a right from the road over the 
crossing needs to leave the road and 
then slow down clear of road to await 
signals. Otherwise the cyclist will stop at 
the GREEN light and obstruct cyclists 
using the road.

Ø Be wary of squeezing cyclists
continuing along the road. Don’t use 
pavement build outs and watch width at 
islands.



Catering for all movements:
turning right

Or introduce right turn boxes 
protected by islands



The Safety Audit

The safety auditor 
said they should be 

like that to slow 
cyclists down

The safety audit must:

Ø Be Practical. Cyclists and pedestrians 
are trying to get somewhere.

Ø Be Realistic. Cyclists are not a threat 
to people around them and most 
move at speeds well below the 20 
mph safe threshold.

Ø Deal with risk constructively, not by 
erecting barriers to victims.

Ø Penalise those who create danger, 
not those who are put at risk.



The Safety Audit

Not a constructive way of 
dealing with danger.

Not an arrangement that would 
be welcome in Cambridge



Some Safety Myths

“ We must slow cyclists down to prevent 
them injuring pedestrians.”

Ø It is commonly accepted that pedestrians 
can mix freely with traffic below 20 mph.

Ø Few casual cyclists can achieve anything 
close to 20 mph in an urban environment. 
10-15 mph is more realistic.

Ø Barriers confine movement and force 
users into mutual conflict.

Ø Reduce conflict by segregating or 
guiding users away from each other, not 
by means of barriers.

“ We must slow cyclists down to prevent 
them riding straight out into the 
traffic.”

Accident records due to red light jumping in 
London between 2001 and 2005 revealed 
that:

Ø 26 people were killed in incidents of red 
light jumping. 

Ø 2 of those were cyclists who had jumped 
the lights

Ø The remaining 24 were killed by 
motorists or motorcyclists who had 
jumped the lights, including 3 cyclists, 7 
pedestrians and 7 motorcyclists.



Genuine Safety Issues

Ø Austin Tracz and Tarco stated that pedestrians who violated the signals had 8 
times the risk of an accident than those who did not. 

Ø Martin 2005 Various authors (Reading et al, 1995; Keegan and O’Mahoney, 2003; 
and Catchpole, 2003) found that shorter signal cycle times resulted in better 
compliance by pedestrians. 

Ø It is highly plausible that a reason for poorer compliance with longer cycle times is 
that pedestrians become frustrated if they have to wait a long time and when they 
have to wait a long time to cross a road it increases the probability of acceptable 
gaps emerging in traffic.

Thanks to Patrick Lingwood (Bedfordshire CC) for references



What makes a safe crossing ?

People are at risk if they cross against a red signal, so minimise the risk by:

Ø Keep waiting times to a minimum. Preferably…

Ø Use automatic detection to anticipate the arrival of a cyclist and change the signals so 
that they do not need to stop.

Ø Design the signals to detect approaching cyclists joining the back of a queue and hold 
the signals on green to allow them to cross safely.

Ø Allow people to cross the road in a single stage, without having to stop and wait in the 
middle. Staggered median holding pens are not suitable for cyclists and can be a serious 
problem for parents with children on trailer bikes.



[Main presentation ends here]

----

Appendix on following pages:
Posts, bollards and barriers

And

Lessons learned from the Gonville Place 
Crossing



There are an excessive number of posts 
at the entrance to Gresham Rd

How do you 
get a push 
chair round 
this corner ?

Posts push pedestrians into the 
cycle track



The signal head post on the Parkers Piece 
side make the tight left hand bend very 

awkward
The new arrangement also 

encourages pedestrians to walk 
down the cycle track instead of 

the footway, making progress 
very difficult.



The post should be kept well clear of the 
cycle track, using an offset bracket or 

cranked pole.
Poles at Perne Rd Toucan are 

well out of the way of 
approaching cyclists

Cranked poles at 
Chesterton Road Toucan



Toucan crossing arrangement
(Lancashire CC design guidelines)

Note how  
signal head 
post is 
positioned to 
avoid the cycle 
track



Gonville Place crossing

Short term remedial measures
Remove 

unnecessary 
posts and 
bollards

Remove 
unnecessary 

posts and 
bollards

Realign PDUs

Realign PDUs

Reactivate 
detector loops

Reactivate 
detector loops



Gonville Place crossing

Medium term remedial measures

Separate 
cyclists and 
pedestriansPut crossing on 

speed table

Move signal posts 
out of path

Relocate blister paving 
to original position

Restore segregation on 
approach

Widen pavement and shift 
cycle path to west

No push button 
units on cycle 

track, only display 
units



Gonville Place crossing
Long term remedial measures

The extension of queuing 
lanes through the 
crossing was a very 
unwelcome 
development.

It has made cycling in 
Gonville Place:

Ø More dangerous due to 
narrow lanes

Ø More intimidating

Ø Right turn is now very 
difficult

Solution:

Stop the queuing lane 
before the crossing 
and introduce cycle 
right turn lanes 
protected by islands

Detector loops in the right 
turn lane signal a 
demand. A cycle right 
turn light is added to the 
main signal heads


